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A Ill Work in pairs. Decide what each of the pictures
says about money or the lack of money. 

A: / think the first photo shows how we don't need money for everything. 
There are lots of things we can make or grow ourselves. 

B: / agree. And it's more sustainable that way, too.

B Ill Work in pairs. Imagine each picture is from an advertising
campaign. Decide what you think each picture might be used to 
advertise . Write a short advertising caption to accompany each picture. 

Money-free UNIT 1 9 



1 READING: text organization 

Understanding how a text is organized can help with comprehension. A key part of 
text organization is the way different parts of a text relate to each other. Within a 
paragraph, we can usually see a logical continuation of a topic from one sentence 
to another. Sometimes the connection between sentences is signaled by linking 
expressions such as therefore and however, but often we have to look for other 
clues. If you don't understand something in one sentence, it is helpful to look at the 
sentences immediately before and after it, as the ideas will usually be connected. 

A Read the online feature article. Who is Mark? What reasons does he 
give for his experiment in living without money? 

Mark Boyle, a 'ji·eeconomist." gave up cash for more than two years while living in a traile1; 

'I gave up money for two-and-a-half years and I've never been happier and healthier. To prepare, I 
wrote down everything I consumed, and the list was embarrassingly long. I did it because I wanted to 
reconnect directly with the things l use. In my view, the key reason for so many problems in the world 
today, such as ecological destruction, sweatshops, and factory farming, is the fact that we no longer have 
to see the direct repercussions of our actions. (1) _ 

2To start my moneyless life, I got a trailer that somebody didn't want anymore. I also decided to 
volunteer at an organic farm, and in return they allowed me to park my new home in an orchard. 
(2) _ When I went for a walk, I would go foraging for food. Cooking was on a camping stove outside.
l bathed in a river, and my toothpaste was made from washed-up cuttlefish bones and fennel seeds.
(3) _ Washing clothes was probably the only drag. Between making the detergent from a plant called
soapwort and hand-washing the clothes, it took much longer. 

3To get around I had a bike and trailer, and the 36-mile round-trip to the city on my bike acted as my 
gym membership. I grew almost all my own food and, depending on the season, I would supplement 
it with a bit of foraged food and on rare occasions, some bartering or looking in dumpsters. The most 
common item you find in dumpsters is bread because it's not homemade anymore. If you make your 
own bread, you don't waste a crumb. (4) _ 

41 had a normal upbringing. We didn't have lots of money, but I had everything
I needed. After studying business and economics, I spent five years managing 
organic food companies. I thought this was creating a good livelihood, but I 
realized ethical business would never be quite enough. 

5The response to my experiments has been mixed. (5) _ It's up to the
individual to interpret what I'm doing any way they want. The way we live 
now is so inherently unsustainable that I think it will have to change at some ' 
point. What I'm trying to do is explore what could come next, that's all. 

6Could we all live moneyless tomorrow? Of course not. Our culture
is addicted to money. What we can do, however, is to start making 
a transition to a way of living where we're less dependent on money. 
If you want to go moneyless-or use less money-you need to look 
at your life and decide whether you want to reestablish real' . �,.,. 
relationships, eitl;i�r with your environment or commum,ty. :f -,e,
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A l?J 1.04 LANGUAGE IN CONTEXT Listen to the conversation.
How did Eric get his new jacket? 

Matt: 

Eric: 

Matt: 

Hey, Eric 1 Isn't that a new jacket? Where'd you get it? 
Didn't I tell you? I joined a bartering website and got it there. 
No, you didn't tell me. A bartering website? What's that? 

Eric: 

Matt: 

It's where you trade goods and services you have for goods and services 
you want. Haven't you heard of them? I'm surprised. They're really popular. 
Isn't it just a way for people to get rid of old stuff? 

Eric: 

Matt: 

Eric: 

Matt: 

Eric: 

No, not at all! Mostly it's about new things and services. For example, 
didn't you say you want to learn to play the guitar? 
Yes, but I can't afford lessons. 
Right. So think of something you can do, like washing cars, or mowing 
someone's lawn. You put a listing on the website, and maybe someone 
who can play guitar will give you lessons in exchange for washing their car. 
Sounds interesting! Give me the address, and I'll check it out. 
Sure. I'll send you the link. 

B ANALYZE Read the conversation in Exercise A again. 
NOTl(EI 
What is the first question Matt asks? 

Form Complete the table with examples from the text. What makes this a negative question? 

!.h.�n. _fi11�. _a_n?. �r,c:j_e_�lir,� �lJ�_h_�r. �-�-a.nip\��- _i _n __ t��- -����: ..................... .
auxiliary verb+ n't + subject (1) tell you? 

(2) ________ heard of them? 
(3) just a way ... ? 

Fu nction Choose the correct option s to complete the explanation. 
A negative question can be used to confirm a belief. 
lsn 't that a new jacket? I haven't seen it before. 
Here the speaker expects the answer to be (1) Yes, it is. I No, it isn't. 

A negative question can also be used to show that we are surprised by something. 
Haven't you heard of this band? They're really famous! 
Here the speaker is surprised that his friend (2l has I hasn't heard of this band. 

A negative question can also be used to express an opinion or make a suggestion in a 
(3) more/ less forceful way, inviting the other person to (4) agree/ disagree with us.
Isn't this a beautiful dress? Yes, it is!
Shouldn't you tell him? Yes, I suppose I should.

C PRACTICE Write negative questions to complete the conversations 
using the words and phrases in parentheses. 

1 A:---------------------? (be I new hat) 
B: Yes! Do you like it? 

2 A: ________________ ? (find I anything interesting on the site) 
B: No, I didn't. Nobody had anything I wanted. 

3 A:---------------------? (offer I services as a mechanic) 
B: Well, I could, but that's too much like my day job! 

4 A:----------------------------? 
(bartering I become more common in the future?) 
B: Oh, it definitely will! It'll be used for a lot of things 

D It NOW YOU DO IT Work in pairs. Role-play a
conversation where you discuss what you could possibly offer 

WATCH OUT! 
./ A: Isn't it a bit too expensive? 

B: Yes, it is. 

)( A: Isn't it a bit too expensive? 
B: Yes, it's. 

on a bartering website. Use negative questions where appropriate. 

A: Couldn't we wash people's cars? 
B: Yes, I guess we could. Isn't there something more interesting we could do? 
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7 LIST�N
.
l�G: . to a radio interview 

A II Work in pairs. Look at the pictures. Discuss the questions.

cook and serve dinner for four 

What would you expect to pay for each item or service? 
2 What do you own, or what can you do, that you think someone would trade each 

item or service for? 

B lfa 1.05 Listen to the radio interview. Number the topics in the order
you hear them. 

a) The cost to participants D 
b) What the organization is and how it works D 
c) How bartering creates a community D 
dJ How businesses benefit from bartering D 
el The types of items and services that people barter D 

C Listen again and correct the mistake in each sentence. 

Bartering as a system is probably as old as selling things. 
2 Barterrific bartered real estate for television commercials. 
3 About 14% of the bartering is for services. 
4 Jim Rockgate says that hotels have a small mark-up for their room rates. 
s Monetary systems relieve pressure and emotional stress. 

D II Work in groups. Discuss the questions.

What are some advantages of bartering over buying and selling? What are some 
disadvantages? 

2 Are there any types of goods or services that you think could not (or should not) 
be bartered? If so, what types, and why? 

3 Do you think bartering will become more or less common in the future? Why? 

Money-free UNIT 1 1S 



BUILDING COMMUNITIES 
• Consider the type of community you wish to create.

• Decide on the community's goals and how they will be organized.

• Advertise your community so interested people can join.

A II Work in pairs. Read the
descriptions of four different types 
of communities. Then answer the 
questions. 

community /b'mjun;;,ti/ (n.) 
the people who live in an area; a group of people in a larger 
society who are the same in some way 

1 What specific examples of each type of community can you name? 
2 Do you belong, or have you ever belonged, to any similar communities? Which ones? 

D Hobby clubs/ School clubs 

People with a shared interest in a wide variety of sports and other activities, 
from singing to science to volunteer work, meet to practice or share ideas. 

[I] 

[J Social, political, or religious groups 

People in a larger community such as a city or town who have 
similar beliefs and values hold meetings to discuss experiences, 
make plans, give and receive information, or take actions. 

B Online social networking sites 

Sites such as Facebook and Linkedln 
encourage friends and family members to 
share news, thoughts, pictures, videos, and 
web links with each other. People sometimes 
connect with new acquaintances by adding 
the friends of their friends to their networks. 

l:J Online forums 

People come together online to discuss 
something they are interested in, to 
swap questions and answers on their 
area of interest, and to chat socially with 
fellow enthusiasts . 

,, 
.. 

B II Work in pairs. Match the statements with the descriptions in
Exercise A. Each statement may apply to more than one description. 

1 Members see each other in person regularly. 
2 Communication is probably daily or several times a week. 
3 Members have a specific goal. 
4 Members could become close friends. 
s It's possible that members would never see each other. 
6 Members often belong to the same family. 
7 Members help each other with problems and difficulties. 
s There is often a fee for joining the group. 



7 WRITING: outlining 
An outline is a plan of what you are going to write. Making notes of your 
ideas ensures that the piece of writing is organized properly and you don't 
forget anything important. Outlines often describe what you plan to put in each 
paragraph and include topics and supporting details. 

A II Work in pairs. Read the essay question and the outlines written
by two students. Discuss which outline you think is better and say why. 

Do you think countries should have space programs? Why or why not? 

Paragraph I: Introduction 
• countries that have space programs

general statement that there are arguments for and against space programs

Paragraph 2: Arguments against space programs 

how money should be spent on Earth 

space program inventions that would have been invented anyway 
• need for infrastructure in developing countries, not space programs

Paragraph 3: Arguments for space programs 

inventions that might still be unavailable without space programs 

science and technology advances in developing countries with space programs 

resources on ocher planets 

job creation due to space programs 

Paragraph 4: Conclusion Ask yourself ... 

b 

I 

arguments for space programs stronger than arguments against them 

summary of main advantages of space programs 
0 Do the points in the 
introduction relate to the 

Paragraph 1: Introduction 
• history of the space program
• my opinion of the space program in my country

Paragraph 2: Arguments against space programs 
• amount of money spent on U.S. space program every year 
• not all space program inventions useful on Earth
• space programs bad for developing countries

Paragraph 3: Arguments for space programs
• only a few people employed by space programs 
• valuable resources on other planets 
• more space programs are needed

Paragraph 4: Conclusion 
my opinion-in favor of space programs 

B Ill Work in pairs. Create an outline for the essay question.

Do you think it is probable or improbable that life exists on other planets? 

general topic? 

0 Do all of the points in each 
section support the topic of the 
section? 

0 Are all of the points 
specific enough? 

0 Does the conclusion 
summarize the main ideas of 
the essay? 

a 

C Ill Work with another pair. Compare your outlines. Give each other
suggestions for improving them. 

•
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EVALUATING EXPLANATIONS 
• Understand the difference between correlation and causation.
• Read facts presented by the media and advertisers carefully to see if

they are implying that one thing causes another.
• Evaluate explanations of the facts to decide whether claims of causation

are accurate or inaccurate.

A Read the extract from an article. In your own words, explain the 
difference between correlation and causation. 

We are surrounded by claims. Almost every day in the news you 
hear stories and statistics that seem to show that A causes 8. 
There are countless examples of headlines claiming that this 
food causes cancer. or that food prevents it. Understanding and 
analyzing these claims is an important part of modern life. but we 
rarely teach it in schools. 

We need to teach people to distinguish between correlation 
and causation. Things "correlate" when they happen together. 
but it doesn't mean that one causes the other. Let me give you an 
example. As ice cream sales go up. shark attacks on swimmers 
go up. This is a fact. So. does this fact mean that ice cream 
causes people to be eaten by sharks? Of course not! The real 
explanation is that ice cream sales go up during the summer 
when the weather is hotter. And people go to the beach more 
during warm weather. so there are more people in the water for 
sharks to attack. There's a correlation between the two facts. but 
that doesn·t imply causation. They both happen at the same time. 
but you have to think a bit more deeply to discover the real cause 
behind both facts. 

B It Read each fact and the explanation given. With your class, discuss whether
you find the explanation convincing and suggest other possible explanations. 

People who play basketball are often taller than average. 
Explanation: This is because you need to stretch a lot when playing the 
game and so you become taller. 
Children with bigger hands usually write better. 
Explanation: This is because having bigger feet and hands means you can 
move a pen more easily. 
Violent criminals often watch violent movies. 
Explanation: This is because watching these movies produces violent 
feelings and leads people toward crime. 

HOW TO SAY IT It 
I think this explanation is 
improbable because ... 

This may be true, provided 
that ... 

That can't be right, since ... 

I think a more likely 
explanation is that ... 



I 

A It Work in pairs. Prepare for a debate about
keeping exotic animals as pets. Your teacher will tell 
you whether to argue for or against the idea. List the 
points you want to make. These questions may 
help you. 

Should all animals be free to live in their natural 
habitat? Do all animals have basic rights? 
Does it depend on the kind of animal? Is it OK to 
keep some exotic animals as pets but not others? 
Is it wrong for anyone to keep exotic animals as pets, 
or could we have some kind of licensing system? 
Are there any benefits to endangered species from 
being kept as pets? Could it actually help the species 

in the wild in some way? 

B It With your partner, work with another pair that is taking the
opposite position from you. Present your argument from Exercise A. 
The pair that is for keeping exotic animals as pets presents its argument 
first. Then the other pair replies with its counter-argument. Who do you 
think has the better case? 

4 THE IDEAL DOMESTIC ROBOT 

A It Work in pairs. Design the ideal robot for the home.
Decide what features it should have and what it should be able 
to do. Think about the needs of this family: 

Gordon and Claudia, the parents 
Cory, the 15-year-old son 

Melissa, the 7-year-old daughter 

B It Join another pair. With your partner, present your robot design.
Explain how your robot meets the needs of the family and how it could 
be used to make their lives better. 

elow. Score 5 for things that are easy and 1 for things that are 

c;ichievements. 5 4 3 

rnents from different points of view. 5 4 3 

ing exotic animals as pets. 5 4 3 

nd describe features of robots. 5 4 3 

or any of the statements, look at Units 5 and 6 again. 

2 

2 

2 

2 

• 

D 
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1 PACK IT UP 

A II Work in pairs. Look at the products and discuss the questions.

Who buys or uses these products? What for, and in which situations? 
Does using these products cause any harm to the environment? If so, how? 

B II With your partner, choose one of the products and decide how
it could be produced, packaged, or used in a more environmentally 
friendly manner. Then compare ideas with another pair. 

2 ADVERB TIC-TAC-TOE 

II Work in pairs. Follow the instructions to play the game.

Decide who is X and who is 0. Flip a coin to decide who starts. Start with Game 1. 
When it's your turn, choose a square. Form a grammatically correct sentence 

with the phrase in the square. If your sentence is correct, write X or O on that square. 
If your sentence is wrong, don't write anything. 
Continue until someone gets three X's or O's across, down, or diagonally. 
Repeat with Game 2. 

Examples: 
before coming: "I always have a cup of coffee before coming to class." 
Being concerned: "Being concerned about the environment, Sarah started recycling more." 

before 
cooking 

not being 

11 
since 

learning 

having read 
about 

while 

eating 

wanting 

since 
realizing 

before 

choosing 

having done after having 

when watching not wanting 

having seen while driving 

being worried 
about 

after finishing 

hoping 
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A Read the article. Underline the main idea in each paragraph. 

THE 

BEST THINGS 
IN LIFE A\tee 

Why do we care so much about money? What we value most-love, dignity, good conduct, pride, 

trust, friendship, care-does not come from money. If we were to try to use it to buy any of these 

things, most people would think we were crazy. Imagine, for example, asking, "How much do I owe 

you for that?" after a friend gives you advice. Those aspects of our lives that we really cherish are 

so valuable because they do not have a price attached. Poets do not write for stock options. Good 

relationships do not need insurance policies. People do not need incentives to love each other. 

Not surprisingly, most utopias were planned to succeed without money. Yet societies that 

went without it inevitably failed. Cities have functioned without money, but usually only in extreme 

circumstances, such as war, when gold, ammunition, and food became the currency. Closer to 

home, experiments such as time banks (which have attempted to use time as a currency) and local 

economic trading schemes have been talked about rather than implemented. 

The problem is what Wf! value in itself and what we put a price on are often inextricably 

linked. My wife and I fell in love over a series of lunches in London restaurants-yet you will not 

find "falling in love" listed on the bill after the sparkling water. The paid-for meals were simply a 

way of expressing our love, which is beyond price. The value something has in itself is often 

"hidden" behind the entrance ticket we buy to make it possible. The cover price of a 

great book never captures its value. 

The objects in our lives that we really value-the stuff we cannot 

bear to throw away-mark out relationships that we value: a memento 

from a vacation, a picture from a wedding, and toys kept from childhood. 

That is one reason we are so fascinated and consumed by homes, because 

they sustain relationships. It is also why we pay to be part of huge social 

gatherings-festivals, carnivals, sporting events: these are all mass shows of 

emotion that give us a sense of being caught up in something that is bigger 

than ourselves. 

Adapted from www.newstatesman.com 

B Read the article in Exercise A again. Choose two examples in 
each paragraph that support the main idea. 

C Read the article in Exercise A again. Choose T (true), F (false), or 
NM (not mentioned) for each statement. 

The author believes that certain things cannot be bought with money. TI FI NM 

2 In his opinion, societies should function without money. TI FI NM 

3 It is possible to separate the value of something and the price we pay. TI FI NM 
4 Being at a big event makes us think we are involved in something important. TI FI NM



B Complete the sentences with the phrases from the box. 

argue that guess more or less pretty sure seems to me tend to think 

1 Well, I it's an OK idea. 
2 I'd it's more than OK. It's great! 
3 I'm some people will just bring dirty, old clothes. 
4 Oh, I people are a bit better than that. 
s I went to a similar party last year and thought the clothes were----

in excellent condition. 
6 It you' re not convinced. 

C Listen again and check your answers. 

r 
• . . :• ., , .,, . 

} . . 6 GRAM�R: negative questions 
• ' • s, • •• (!' •.• 

Complete the questions with a negative auxiliary 
word. Complete the responses with yes or no.

1 A: I'm not quite sure what happens at a clothes 
swapping party. 

B: Oh, _ you been to one before? I thought 
you had. 

A: , it's my first time. 

WATCH OUT! 
@ A: Haven't you got enough clothes? 

B: Yes, I've. 

0 A: Haven't you got enough clothes? 
B: Yes,-----

2 A: Why are you giving away this dress? -----YOU want to keep it for a special occasion? 
B: , I' m bored with it these days. 

3 A: I' m hoping to swap this jacket for a new coat. 
B: it too warm for a coat at the moment? 
c, , but I' m thinking ahead to the winter. 

4 A: What's wrong with this t-shirt? ____ it fit you anymore? 
B: , it's too tight. 

s A: If we want everyone to see the clothes we've brought, -----We hang them up somewhere? 
B: , good idea. 

6 A: I like the color of this shirt. ____ you buy one like this last month? 
B: , mine was much darker. 

Money-free 

• 

l 



APRIL FOOLS' o·Av 
... . 

APRIL 

1 
A Match the words (1-10) to the definitions (a-j). 

errand a) compliment (often insincerely)
2 festivity b) care for and help grow
3 flatter c) anger
4 gotcha! d) practical joke, usually at someone's expense
5 harvest e) joyful celebration
6 mock f) tease; make fun of 
7 nurture g) journey to deliver or collect something
8 outrage h) turn
9 prank i) exclamation when you have tricked someone (informal)

10 rotate j) gathering crops

B l?l 1 a Listen to the podcast and match each country (1-6) to the information associated
with it (a-h). 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Britain 

France 

Ireland 

Mexico 

Switzerland 

U.S.A. 

a) a law was passed regarding songs on the radio
b) a new calendar came into use in the 16th Century
c) doesn' t have April Fools' Day
d) a tradition of sending people on meaningless errands
e) a fast-food chain fooled its customers 
f) still celebrates New Year in April

g) a news show ran a fake story
h) spaghetti was harvested

C Listen again and choose the correct option to answer the questions. 

How often is the Cultured program broadcast? 
a) every day
bl every week 
c) every 2 weeks
dl every month 

2 According to the podcast, why did the Mexican Government pass a law about music on radio stations? 
a) to help Mexican music develop
bl to protect western music 
cl to protect the Ministry of Culture 
dl to spread Mexican music around the globe 

3 According to the broadcaster, how should the podcast creators feel about so many people believing them? 
al upset 
bl trustworthy 
cl incredible 
d) complimented



4 In which country might you be given an "April fish"? 
a) the U.S.A.
bl Britain 
c) France
d) Switzerland

s What is the meaning of the broadcaster's final comment before ending the podcast? 
a) Many people worry about being tricked.
bl A lot of people have been tricked before, and will continue to be tricked. 

cl If you were tricked last week, it's your turn to trick someone else. 
d) Only fools get tricked.

D Listen again and complete the sentences with a word or short phrase. 

In last week's podcast, there was a story about Mexican radio stations being limited 
to one ___ song per hour. 

2 Thousands of listeners wrote in to express their _____ at such a law. 
3 The podcast creators had assumed the listeners would look for supporting 

___ _ _ from other sources. 
4 ___ and practical jokes have probably existed since the beginning of 

civilization. 
s April Fools' Day probably began around-----, in France. 
6 Before the Gregorian _____ was introduced, the New Year was celebrated at 

the end of March. 
7 The April Fools, mocked by others, were those who continued to celebrate the 

--- _ in March and April. 
s People in some places will try their hardest to -----YOU. 
9 A fast-food chain fooled customers in 1998 by announcing a _____ burger. 

10 The left-handed burger is the same as a normal burger but all the _____ are 
rotated 180 degrees. 

11 In 1957, the TV show, Panorama, fooled----- of people with its story 
about a spaghetti harvest in Switzerland. 

12 Hundreds of----- people phoned the BBC to find out how to grow 
spaghetti. 

E Research a famous April Fools' joke or prank 
that appeared in the media (in a newspaper or 
online news source, on a TV show, or on a radio 
show.) Write a wiki article about it. Be sure to 
evaluate the reliability of any internet sources 
you use. Include references to your sources at the 
bottom of the article. Your article should include: 

When it happened 
Where it happened 
Who played it 
Who it was played on 
Were many people fooled? 
Were there any consequences? 
Any other information you think is relevant 

Write 200-220 words. 



3 LISTENING: difficult situations 
A m 20 Complete the two parts of phrases asking for
repetition or clarification with the words from the box. 
Then listen and number the phrases in the order you 
hear them. 

did you say many on, I didn't catch that say "Milan" 
that you repeat that 

D Did you 
2 D Hang 

-------------------?

3 D Sorry, could------------------? 
4 D What was ? 

s D Sorry, how ? 

6 D Wait, what ? 

B Listen again and choose the correct option. 

Suzy went to Milan I Japan. 
2 Suzy went diving I driving. 
3 She saw a structure that resembled a temple I pyramid. 
4 It was first seen 25 I 75 years ago. 
s Suzy thinks I doesn't think the monument is manmade. 
6 The structure is called the Yonaguni I Origami Monument. 

4 VOCABULARY: geology 
. ' 

Complete the information with the correct form of the words or phrases 
from the box. Two words are not used. 

collide crust drift apart earthquake erosion mountain range plate volcano 

On April 18 1906, a huge (1) ----- measuring eight on rl;le 
Richter Scale hit the city of San Francisco, caµsing more than' 
$400 million worth of damage. 
We now know that San Francisco lies on the San Andreas Fault, 
which runs through the San Francisco Peninsula into the Sa,nt9 
Cruz (2) -----. The San Andreas Fault is a fracture in the 
Earth's (3>-----., and on April 18, the (4) --�--

on either side of the fault (5) ----- by six meters 
and then crashed back together. It was because these plates 
(6) ----- that the events of that day in 1906 happen�d.

' ,; .••· ' :r 



5 GRAMMAR: impersonal passive in the past 
Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs from 

the box. 

.. .. • I anB;;JrpJ 

cause erupt form inhabit ·1eave 

WATCH OUTl 

2 

3 

4 

5 

This volcano is known -----hundreds of years ago, but not since. 
A supervolcano is believed by some researchers -----the extinction 
of the dinosaurs. 
Meteors striking the Earth are thought----- many large craters 
around the world. 
Humans are thought -----the Australian continent for 45,000 years. 
The Grand Canyon is said by the course of the Colorado River, 
starting 17 million years ago. 

@ The volcanic eruption 
is said to inspire many 
local legends. 

0 The volcanic eruption is 
said -----many 
local legends. 

B Check the sentences that are correct. Rewrite the incorrect sentences. 

D An earthquake approximately 70 kilometers off the coast of Japan is known to 
cause the tsunami that struck Japan in 2011. 

2 D The scientist is said to be falsify his data about the rock formations. 
-- -- -------------------------------

3 D The survivors of the earthquake were thought to have been trapped for 6 days. 

4 D The Krakatoa volcanic eruption in 1883 was said to have been audible more than 
3000 km away. 

s D The Arctic researcher is believed to dead when he got lost on his way to the 
North Pole . 

• "!.-1, ·.t·� 

. 6 WRltlNG: an editorial 
� ; t� •ii! 

A Read the article. Choose the correct topic sentence for each_ paragraph. 

ENVIRONMENT 

Insulate the Glaciers 

Paragraph 1 Topic sentence: 
aJ Glaciers, our planet's largest freshwater reservoirs , are under threat. 
bJ Wrapping glaciers in a blanket seems like a crazy idea. 

- Despite covering an area the size of South America, they are on the verge of
disappearing due to global warming. This situation has undoubtedly been caused by
humans. so surely it is humans' responsibility to solve it. To do just that, a pioneering
solution has been proposed: the glaciers are to be wrapped in synthetic blankets the
size of a football field to prevent the top snow layer and the ice below from melting.

Paragraph 2 Topic sentence: 
al There has been some controversy (unfair, in my opinion) surrounding the propsscll. 
bl It is not necessary to focus on the negative aspects. 

-First of all. some say that at $19.2 million per square kilometer, the material is too
expensive to cover much ground. Secondly, people worry that it is impractical because
it would be impossible to cover very much of the world's glaciers. Finally, there are 
many who warn against messing with nature, as there are always unexpected dangers
to the environment.
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